Obama sets cap on greenhouse emissions

This became breaking news

News Alert: Obama sets greenhouse gas emissions targets
09:44 AM EST Friday, January 29, 2010
---------------------

President Obama set greenhouse gas emissions targets for the federal government, announcing Friday that it would aim to reduce its emissions by 28 percent in 2020.

"As the largest energy consumer in the United States, we have a responsibility to American citizens to reduce our energy use and become more efficient," said President Obama. "Our goal is to lower costs, reduce pollution, and shift Federal energy expenses away from oil and towards local, clean energy."

The White House estimated a savings of $8-11 billion in energy costs.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/X109GB/76PP2/HEVB8N/NTYKNM/BYHZD/36/t

I looked for a way to capture messages about this using tweetvolume, and this is what I found.
"Obama emissions" seemed the obvious choice.

When I first searched 1500 messages were found reaching back to January 19 so there is historical discussion here to which the latest breaking new can be compared.